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The exact solutions for the Schrodinger equation with a central potential oi the form V(r) =2Z/r —A,
r(r~, V(r) =2/r, r)rq, rq ——2(Z —1)/n are cleveloped. Z and A are chosen to fit observed term values for
various atoms, and the parametrized continuum orbitals are used to calculate the photo ionization cross
section of these atoms. For certain transitions the photo-ionization cross-section matrix element can be
written as an exact expression. This is done for valence photo-ionization in He and the alkalis, for 4d-shell
photo-ionization in the elemets indium to xenon, and for the 3d shell in krypton. The relationship between
this approach and the Coulomb method of Burgess and Seaton is brieQy discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

~

~ ~UANTUM-MECHAN&CAJ- ca&culations of the

gz atomic photoabsorption process have been of three
types. The earliest attempts at systematic study
utilized the results obtained for the hydrogen atom. '
These results for the hydrogen isoelectronic sequence
were compared with x-ray atomic absorption coeK-
cients and reasonable agreement was found at sufh-
ciently short wavelengths if a suitable effective charge
were inserted in the hydrogenic formulas. ' When
applied to the optical and ultraviolet region these
calculations were generally in error, often by orders of
magnitude. The Coulomb approximation'4 was devel-

oped to treat the optical photoabsorption processes. It
was argued that in this wavelength region the relevant
nondiagonal matrix element in the calculation was
determined by the behavior of the active electron
orbitals at large distances from the core of the atom.
The Schrodinger equation for the hydrogen atom can
be solved in terms of the regular and irregular Coulomb
wave functions, but the boundary conditions allow
only the degenerate solution, where the Wronskian of
the regular and irregular solution vanishes. The solu-
tions are then I,aguerre polynomials. The Coulomb
approximation leads to the Schrodinger equation for
the hydrogen atom, but it evades the boundary condi-
tion at r =0. The large r solutions for bound states are
the irregular Coulomb functions while for the con-
tinuum both solutions are allowed. The core region is
to some extent accounted for by the use of experimental
term values and ionization energies in the approxima-
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tion. Calculations' are in reasonable agreement with
experiment in the alkalis and for transitions involving
two excited states, i.e., at large distances. However,
when one deals with photo-ionization of the alkalis in
the far ultraviolet or photoabsorption by atoms with
complicated valence shells the large distance approxi-
mation fails; i.e., the core becomes important.

Finally there have been some recent studies of
atomic photo-ionization using the modified Hartree-
Fock approaches. " So far, these have only mixed
success in reproducing experimental results. It is
doubtful that these calculations, in I;S coupling,
require more accurate ground-state wave functions
than those provided in the work of Herman and
Skillman, If this is so, then the principal error in
these calculations will be in the continuum state
orbitals, i.e., the normalization, orthogonality, and
position of the nodes of the continuum orbital as a
function of energy.

In the following, we will develop the exact solution
to the Schrodinger equation with a central potential
more complicated than that for the hydrogen atom.
At large distances, the solutions are the same as those
of the Coulomb model, but there is an explicit boundary
at which we join inner and outer solutions. The bound-
ary which is determined from experimental term values
allows one to satisfy the boundary conditions at both
r=0 and r= ~. The continuum orbitals are then used
to compute photo-ionization cross sections in the
optical and soft x-ray regions.

II. THE MODEL

The one-electron radial Schrodinger equation is

t'd'/dr'+ V (r) l(l+1) /r'+E$Q—(r) =0 (1)
For the hydrogen atom V(r) =2/r (in Rydberg units)
and the boundary conditions are g(0) =0, g(eo)

' J. E. Solarski and W. L. Wiese, Phys. Rev. 135, A1236 (1964).
s J. W. Cooper, Phys. Rev. 128, 681 (1962).
7 K. G. Sewell, Phys. Rev. 138, A418 (1965).
F. Herman and S. Skillman, Atomic Structure Calculations

(Prentice-Hall, Inc. , Englewood CliBs, New Jersey, 1963).
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and
rt ——2(Z —1)/~. (2)

Here Z is chosen to approximate the outer portion of
the atomic charge density and 6 is chosen to 6t the
discrete level energies of the model to those observed
for the system.

Using

a=Z/(b. —E)'" E&~

the solutions to the Schrodinger equation are

(3a)

bounded. The Coulomb approximation for atoms is
V(r) =2/r with theboundary condition/(~) bounded.
Since, in the Coulomb approximation, the behavior of
the orbital at small distances is neglected, a factor f(r)
is introduced such that f(r)P(r) goes to zero when r
goes to zero and f(r) =1 for the region where the
Coulomb approximation is valid. However, f(r) p(r)
does not satisfy the Schrodinger equation and the
validity of the Coulomb approximation is questionable
when f(r) enters the calculation. Weavoid thedifficulty
with the small r behavior by using a potential

V(r) =2Z/r 6,— r&rt

follow Hartree" in decomposing the Whittaker function:

M„,~mls(2r/v) =(2l+1)!G'(r, 1/v)/(v)+

( v) ~+'W„,+,l,(2r/v)/F(i+1+v) =G, (r~ 1/vs)

X cos~v+H'(r, 1/vs) sinmv for E&0(vreal). (4a)

For E&0(v~iE) we have

Mgx, )+t/s(2r/iE) =(2l+1)!G&(r, —1/E')/( —iE)'+',

(4b)
(—iK)'+'lV;x, ~+res(2r/iE)/I'(l+1+iE)

=exG'(r, 1/—E')/2+isinh(mK)H'(r, —1/E'). (4c)

Here 6», B», and H»' are real functions of E.
H'(r, 1/v') differs from H~'(r, 1/E') but H'(r, 0) =

H&'(r, 0). This difference as well as the reality of these
three functions is discussed in the author's thesis. "
G» and H»' are computed from the real and imaginary
parts of the left-hand side of Eq. (4c). G~ determined
from Eq. (4b) differed from G& of Eq. (4c) by less
than one part in one hundred for the range of param-
eters checked.

With these functions the continuity conditions for
E(0 lead to the eigenvalue equation

tan~v= —LM-, ~res(2rZ/a), G'(r, 1/v') j/LM-, Hgj,

Qt(r) =AM-, g+tp(2rZ/u)

4s(r) = W..i+res(2r/v)1,

and

@r(r) =AM~, ~+tls(2rZ/-),

r&rj

r&rt for E&0 (3b)
where

(Sa)

k&t(«) 4s(br)]=lan —4s I
. (3b)

d4s dPal

dr dr j
For v large n~Z/Qh, and

y, (r) =BLM,x ~t(s(2r/iE)+CW;x, ~+res(2r/iK) $,

r&rt for E&0. (3c)

3, 8, aud C are constants; 2 and B are found from the
normalization and C from the eigenvalue equation.
Ms, (X) and Ws (X) are Whittaker' functions and
are discussed briefly in Appendix A. The solutions

(3b) and (3c) satisfy both the Schrodinger equation
and the boundary conditions. In addition, we impose
the conditions that p and ~/dr be continuous at r=rt
and we normalize the continuum orbital to'

gs(larger) (K/m)''

)& cosPr/K+K ln(2r/E) —m(l+1)/2+a. ~j.

tanxv = constant. (6b)

This leads to a Rydberg series. For v small, the eigen-
value equation is solved by fixing l, Z, and v and varying
6 to satisfy (Sa). One obtains a series of contours of
6 versus v, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1 for
Z=9, l=1. The properties of such contours have been
investigated, "and are summarized in Appendix B.

From the asymptotic expansion' for the Whittaker
functions and the continuity conditions, the normalized

limG'(r, 1/v') =Q(2r) Js~r(Q(gr)),
phoo

(6a)
limHg(r 1/v) =Q(2r) Fs~+t(g(8r))
p~QO

and the eigenvalue equation is

This agrees with the normalization in Ref. 3 up to a
factor (~)"'~

Before we explicitly satisfy these conditions, we

"D.R. Hartree, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 24, 426 (1928).."E. J. McGuire, thesis, Cornell University. 1965 (unpub-
lished)."U.S. Army Research Once Technical Report No. 7-ARO(D),
1965 (unpublished).' L. J. Slater, Comgueet, Hypergeonzetric IigmAons {Cambridge
University Press, London, 1960).

'E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson, Modern Analysis (Cam-'
bridge University Press, London, 1945).

1o K. Fues, Ann. Physik 87, 281 (1926).
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continuum orbital is found to be

4i(E, l, r) =M, i+~~s(2rZ/n)/AiR, r&ri

4s(E, f, r) =ArLGi(r, —1/E') cos8 P—t'(r, —1/Es)

X (1—e-s~x) sin8j,
where

A =ALII(1+lb'/&')/2(1 —e " )7",

cos8 = (1—e ' ~) I M, Hi'1/R,

sin8= LM, Gij/E,

g —[fM G le+ (1 e swJr) sg—f + '$2
I

1/2

If we use v„as the eth solution of the eigenvalue
equation and dehne p„=e—v„as the quantum defect,
then it is trivial to show that

limn p„= lime =0'".
A~cci K~co

Further, if the bound-state orbital is normalized for v

large such that"

limps (1/v l, r) = (2r/v) ~e ~i ~[v'F (» 1) F (—v+[+1)g
'I'

f'~ CO

(9a)

connects the extrapolated quantum defect to the
continuum threshold phase shift, and was explicitly
used in the quantum-defect method. The second limit
relation LEq. (9b)j assures oscillator density continuity
and was implicitly used in Ref. 3.

In the quantum-defect method Burgess and Seaton'
develop an orbital for r&ri, which is similar to @s(r)
of Eq. (7). They use the discrete level data to expand
p„as a power series in the energy to continue p,„ into
the continuum. Because the available spectral data is
finite for any atomic system, the continuation of p,

into the continuum is not unique and their method is
limited to regions of the spectrum near threshold. A
similar situation confronts us when we attempt to use
a spectral plot such as Fig. 1 to find 6, given some
spectral data. There are several values of d which can
reasonably reproduce the observed spectral data, i.e.,
the core is not unique, In Sec. IV, we employ some
additional information to choose a unique A. But when
the inner region is irrelevant in a calculation, the
quantum-defect orbital should be sufhcient.

III. THE PHOTO-IONIZATION CROSS SECTION

In the dipole length approximation the photo-ioniza-
tion cross section is given by'

then

lim (-', v, s)'I'pe(1/v, s, l; r) = limbic(1/2P, l; r). (9b)
vn~co

Sm e pao
Cz

a) 2

P, (l: r)rPf(E, l':r)dr, (10)

Here, the subscripts B and C refer to bound and
continuum, respectively. The first relation LEq. (8)]

where p is the frequency of the incident photon and
C~ is a factor which arises from averaging over initial
and summing over final states. In numerical terms,

40- a„=856XsrX10 EQCi P;rPfdr

28—

24—

~ 20-

l6 — /
I

l2—

4 —
/ g='S:

ll I I ~
I

0 I 2
1/

FIG. 1. Loci of allowed solutions to the boundary condition
for Z=9, l=i.

"D.R. Hartree, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 24, 89 (1928).

8.56XsrX10 'sE+Ci M r

where the cross section is in cm' when the energy is in
Rydbergs and the orbitals are normalized as we have
done in the previous section. This expression formally
assumes an unrelaxed core approximation' in that the
overlap integral for the passive electrons in the initial
and final states is set equal to unity. This effect is not
entirely neglected in a semiempirical calculation using
experimental term values and ionization thresholds;
that is, core relaxation is completely included in the
energy values used, but completely neglected in the
matrix element calculations.

In terms of the model orbitals,

M,y
—— P;(r) rP (E, l'; r) dr+ P;(r) rP+(E, f,'; r) dr

=M;f +M,f+.

Generally a numerical integration is required at this
point. However, when r& is either so large that M;f can
be neglected, or so small that M;f can be neglected,
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the integrals can be done in analytical form. The
former case covers x-ray transitions and is discussed in
Sec. VI. The latter case is treated in the following. It
is similar to the treatment of Ref. 3, but explicitly
derives the cross-section expression.

For the ground-state orbital, we use a function of
the form4

by reference to tables of Laplace transforms. ' When
the inner region can be neglected, we have

v;(r)rp+(z, l; ~)dr f 8;)~)rp+(v, l; r)dr (14).
1 0

Then

P, (r) =A2r"e "/" (1+by/r+b2/r') . (13) M,t A2 p——b) rv+) te r/vy —(1—/E~ 1' r)dr (15)
This is 6tted to the available Hartree or Hartree-Fock
orbital. The constants bj and b2 are chosen to ht the
outer nodes, if any, of the Hartree orbital and the over-
all function is normalized to 6t the large r tail, i.e., A2.
Using this approximate orbital, accurate at large and
intermediate distances, introduces a term of the form
(r) ' which may diverge at small r. However, in the
matrix element evaluation the b2 term in the expansion
is rarely significant. The exponential in the expansion
permits the integrals in the matrix element to be done

0

where&, (1/E', t; r) is given by Eq. (7). These integrals
are finite when v+2 —t —t)0. In all the computations
of Sec. V, this condition is satisfied. The use of
fo"'P;rP+(E, l; r) dr in place of Jo"'P,rP (E, t; r) dr in-
volves not only the assertion that the latter integral is
small, but that the former is small as well. Numerical
calculations have verified that both assertions are valid
for the limited spectral range covered in Sec. V. The
integral is done in Appendix C and the final result is

M;t Cpb I'——(v+3+I—t) I'(v+2 —l—t) (g,'(t) +gP (t) )"' cos[8+q (t) ], (16a,)

where

( 2) 1+1 —x[ll(1+/2/K2)/2(1 —2 Ir)]1/2

cosy (t) =g„(t)/(g„'+g,')'', sing (t) =g, (t)/[g, '(t)+g (t) j"',
2I/)(v+2 t t, —t—i—E;—v+3 t iE; (iK—v—)/(iK+v) —)

g t =g, t ig; t =—,
' 1+iK v "+' 16bI'(t+1+iE) I'( +3 t iE) (1—/v+—1/iE) "+'+' '

C=A2e "(v) "+'/[v2(2l+1)! cosvrv$,

C, =b,r( +tv+3 —t)/(v) '. (17b)

Here the similarity to the matrix element of Burgess
and Seaton3 is manifest. There the second term in
brackets in Eq. (17a) is treated as an additional phase
shift in the cosine term. The periodic behavior of the
matrix element' is a reQection of the periodic behavior
of the conQuent hypergeometric function.

IV. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE CONTINUUM
ORBITAL 8

Once Z is determined and experimental term values
used, 5 is fixed. It is obvious that we cannot closely
approximate the charge/density of a complex atom
with a single parameter Z. The approximation we use

2F& is the usual hypergeometric function. The matrix
element is similar in structure to that obtained by
Burgess and Seaton. '

At threshold (E +~), —

M;t CQC, [M„~,—,—/+, (,(2v) cos(8+vrv),

+(—1)' ' 'I (2&+2)W„+., /„g/2(2 )/I'(v+i+3 t)), —

(17a)
where

for the case of one electron outside a closed shell is to
consider the nucleus screened by all those electrons
inside the last closed shell, and to locate all the Z-1
electrons in the last closed shell at r = r~. For an electron
removed from a partially filled shell, we consider all
the closed-shell electrons as completely screening the
nucleus, and the remaining electrons in the partially
filled shells to be located at r=rj. Admittedly, this is a
very crude model, but it should allow us to extend
quantum-defect calculations to higher photon energies.
Thus, with this model, for helium Z =2, for lithium
Z =3, and for the other alkalis Z =9. For the calcula-
tions done in the elements from cadmium to xenon, Z
increases from 3 for cadmium to 9 for xenon.

As mentioned in Sec. II, there are several values of
6 which can reproduce observed energy eigenvalues in
a reasonable way. Table I shows the effective principal

quantum numbers for some alkalis' and for xenon and
krypton. '~ The latter arises from excitation of the
outermost filled d shell. The first excited p orbital has
v=2.25. From Fig. 1, we see that with Z=9, v 2.25
can be obtained using 6 18, 6, and 3. These values
correspond to r~ 1.0, 2.8, and 5.2 Bohr radii, respec-
tively. For Na, r&~1.0 is a reasonable boundary to join

"C.Moore, Natl. Bur. Std. Circ. No. 467 (1949}.
'V, K. Codling and R. P. Madden, Phys, Rev. Letters 12, 10$

(1964).
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the core to a 2/r potential, ' and for the other elements
in Table I, r~ 2.8 is the most appropriate of the above
three radii. Another criterion, one independent of cal-
culated charge densities, arises from the fact that in
the above case, 6 18 leads to almost hydrogenic d
orbitals (i.e., v„q e), A 6 leads to nonhydrogenic d
orbitals, but hydrogenic f orbitals (v„e(N, v f s),
and 6 3 leads to nonhydrogenic f orbitals. This
rejects the balance of attractive Coulomb potential
and repulsive angular-momentum barrier. For sodium
the d orbitals are almost hydrogenic, and for the other
elements, the f orbitals are almost hydrogenic while
the d orbitals are not.

For the calculations reported in Sec. V on. helium
and the alkalis, the choice of 6 is relevant only through
the normalization of the continuum orbital. However,
in Sec. VI where we calculate inner-shell photo-
ionization cross sections, we include the core and
neglect the outer region. There the choice of d is
relevant to both the normalization and shape of the
continuum orbital.

TABLE I. Effective principal quantum numbers for some /= 1
active electron configurations.

Data of Baker et al.
+ —Gale. with 8= 1, 90
4 —Gale with a- 1.70

5—

g 4—

I I

300 400
0

Wavelength of Incident Photon IAI

FIG. 2. The photo-ionization cross section of helium.

Lithium. Here, too, the excited p-orbital data is
almost hydrogenic (v „rs—0.045) . For Z=3, 5=3.60
reproduces these eigenvalues. The 2s orbital of Herman
and Skillman' was 6tted with

Ps, (r) =0.806e '."'"(r)' "(1. 0 746—/r) .. (19)

+Element
Orbital

3p
4p
5p
6p
7p
Sp

Na Cs

2.12
3.13 2.23
4.14 3.26 2.29
5.14 4.27 3.33 2.35
6.14 5.28 4.34 3.40
7.14 6.28 5.34 4.41

Xe

2.35
3.40
4.41

The cross section is shown in Fig, 3, and compared
with a recent measurement of Hudson and Carter. "
The disparity in the two cross sections is just beyond
experimental error. However, the calculated cross sec-
tion is in agreement with the Hartree-Fock. result of
Stewart. "Hudson and Carter consider Stewart's result
in good agreement with their measurement.

Socks. For sodium the ground-state orbital used
was

V. THE PHOTO-IONIZATION CROSS SECTION OF
HELIUM AND THE ALKALIS

Ht, lien. Here Z=2, and our continuum orbitals are
the exact solutions for the Heisenberg'8 model for the
excited states of helium. The 1=1 effective principal
quantum numbers are almost hydrogenic v „=n—0.03.
On a spectrum plot for Z=2, 3=1, these eigenvalues
can be reasonably reproduced by 1.70&6&1.90. For
the ground-state orbital, we fitted the Hartree function
of Wilson and Lindsay' with

Pr, (r) =2.88e "44'(r) '"(1.+0 071/r). . (18)

2.8

2.4

2.0—

Vl

1.6e
F
E

1.2—
b

e Iexp)

Ps, (r) =0.878(r)"'e~ s""(1 —1.20/r+0. 20/r') . (20)

Table II shows the variation in the 3p effective principal
quantum number with A. The calculated cross section,
shown in Fig. 4, is presented for three values of A.

The cross section is shown in Fig. 2. Calculation and
experiment" are in such good agreement that the
calculated results for 6=1.90 are plotted as discrete
points on the experimental curve. Calculation and
experiment disagree at shorter wavelengths because of
neglect of the inner region.

0,8—

0.4—

0
2400

I

2000
I I

1500 1000

Wavelength of Incident Photon IAI

I

500 300

' %'. Heisenberg, Z. Physik 39, 499 (1927) .
"W. S. Wilson and R. B.Lindsay, Phys. Rev. 47, 681 (1955).' D. J. Baker, D. E. Bedo, and D. H. Tomboulian, Phys. Rev.

124, 1471 (1961).

FIG. 3. The photo-ionization cross section of lithium.

2'R. D. Hudson and V. I,. Carter, Phys. Rev. 137, A1648
(1965).

"A. Stewart, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 67, 917 (1954).
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TABLE II. Effective principal-quantum-number data for Na. TABLE V. EGective quantum-number data for Cs.

v ~(exp) vq„(d =18.6) v3„(d =19.1) ya„(6=18.0) nl v t(exp) r~t(6=8. 30) v g(6=8. 10)

2.12 2. 120 2.133 2.108 6p
7p
8p

2.35
3.40
3.4i

2.370
3.396
4.406

2.350
3.378
4.389

.28

C .12—

0
2500

--- Experiment—Best Theoretical Curve——Adjacent Theoretical Curves

s. 18.0

d' 18.6

* 19.1

I

1000 1502000 1500
4

Wavelength of Incident Photon {N

Because of the extensive cancellation in the matrix
element the location of the zero in the cross section is
a sensitive function of A. Comparison with the measure-
ment of Hudson" indicates that the calculation which
best 6ts the node does not give the correct rise at
higher energies.

The variation of the cross section with 6 is remines-
cent of calculations by Bates, '4 where the Gnal-state
orbital describes an electron in a Hartree potential
plus an ad ho@ polarization potential. Varying the
polarizability has much the same effect on the cross
section as varying 5.

Potassium. The ground-state orbital used was'

P4, (r) =0.773(r) '7te~ "'"(1.—2.10/r+0. 80/r') . (21)

FIG. 4. The photo-ionization cross section of sodium.

TABLE III. Effective principal quantum number data for K.

Table III shows the effective principal quantum number
data used. Calculated and experimental" cross sections
are shown in Fig. 5.

Rubidium and Cesium. The ground-state orbitals
used were'

v )(exp) v )(A=6.20) p i(A=6. 15) v ((A=6.25)
Ps, (r) =0.749(r) ' so'e~ "4'(1. —2.38/r+1.04/r') (22)

4p
5p
6p

2.23
3.26
4.27

2.234
3.255
4.262

2.228
3.250
4.257

2.239
3.261
4.267

and

Ps, (r) =0.701(r) '~e s "4'(1.—2.99/r+1.81/r') (23)

The data used are shown in Tables IV and V, respec-
tively, and calculated and experimental" cross sections
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

24—

20—

O
N IS-
O
C !2—
b

~ experimental

/

/ iI J/'

eP 4=0.I5
4= S.20

~4=6.25

4

0~%~
3000

I I

2500 2000 l500
Wavelength of Incident Photon (A)

I

IOOO

FIG. 5. The photo-ionization cross section of potassium.

.14

.I 2

o~ IO
0

.08
C

b .OS

.04

.02

3000 2500 2000 1500
Wavelength of Incident Photon (A)

IOOO

v„~ (expt) v„g(A =7.0) v„~(6= 7.1)

2.29
3.325
4.34

2.287
3.312
4.322

2.292
3.318
4.327

TABLE IV. KRective quantum-number data for Rb.
FIG. 6. The photo-ionization cross section of rubidium.

"R.D. Hudson, Phys. Rev. 135, A1212 (1964).
"D. R. Bates, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) AISS, 350 (1947).
2'R. %. Ditchburn, J. Tunstead, and J. G. Yates, Proc. Roy.

Soc. (London) A181, 386 (1943'j.
~ R. %. Ditchburn and U. Opik, Atomic and Moleczdar Pro-

cesses, edited by D. R. Bates (Academic Press Inc. , New York
1962).
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For all the alkalis except lithium, the ground-state
photo-ionization cross section has a zero in the ultra-
violet region. This implies that for this region the core
cannot be neglected as the small contribution of the
core region to the matrix element is relevant to the
location of the zero.

section. In Sec. III, we treated the first case neglecting
the inner integral. %hen the outer integral can be
neglected, the matrix element involves the Laplace
transform of the regular conQuent hypergeometric
function and leads to a hypergeometric function. For
a ground-state orbital

VI. INNER-SHELL PHOTO-IONIZATION P; =Ase~" (r) "gbt/r' (24a)

Even when we choose an expression such as Eq. (13)
as a ground-state orbital, the photoabsorption matrix
element requires a numerical integration. However,
when either the inner or outer integral in Eq. 12 can be
neglected, it is possible to obtain an analytical expres-
sion for the matrix element, and, therefore, the cross

and for a final-state orbital

Pf=B,M. ,)+„s(2rZ/n), (24b)

where A3 and 82 are normalization factors, then, for
c&0., the dipole matrix element is

, , r(l+3 —1),F,(t+1—~, 1+1+.—1; 2l+2; 2/(1+ ~/Z) )
(g+Z/~) l+sM;r ——AsBs bg 2Z n '+' (25)

However„since the effective Coulomb central potential
for the inner region is not accurate, we restricted the
use of Eq. (25) to those transitions in which the
angular-momentum quantum numbers are large, e.g.,
nd ef trans—itions. For nf orbitals the angular-momen-
tum repulsive barrier is much larger than the error in
the inner Coulomb potential.

Recently Codling and Madden'~ have used synchro-
tron radiation to study the photoexcitation of the 4d
shell in xenon and the 3d shell in krypton. They
observed transitions of the form (n-1d) "(ns)'(np)' —+

(n-1d)s(ns) s(np) s(nsp), and obtained effective principal
quantum-number data for these discrete (auto-ionizing)
levels. Since there was no data reported on d ftransi--
tions (the f levels are probably almost hydrogenic as
are the f levels in cesium, and, therefore, insensitive to
the choice of 6), we used the mp data to choose 6 and
fitted the 4d xenon orbital of Ref. 8. The calculated
and experimental~ cross sections are shown in Fig. 8.

The calculated cross section is somewhat sensitive to a
variation in the parameter 6, but with any of these
paraxneters agreement between calculation and experi-
ment must be considered good, considering the approxi-
mate inner potential used. There exists a Hartree-Fock
calculation "of this cross section, but while it is similar
in shape to the experimental measurement, it is com-
pressed in energy, indicating that the Hartree-Fock
continuum f orbital moves too rapidly toward the
nucleus with increasing energy.

The success of this calculation on xenon and the
availability of 4d-shell excitation data on cadmium"
led us to calculate the 4d-shell photo-ionization cross
section of the elements from cadmium to xenon.
Using Z —3, we fitted a 5 to the experimental 4d—nsp
cadmium term values, found a radius r~ for cadmium,
and, using an r~ determined for xenon, interpolated r~
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FIG. i. The photo-ionization cross section of cesium.
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FIG. 8. The photo-ionization cross section of xenon.
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FIG. 9. The photo-ionization cross section of In-Xe.
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FIG. 10. The photo-ionization cross section of tellurium.
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and 6 for the elements between xenon and cadmium.
The cross sections for 4d photo-ionization in these
elements is shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows the calcu-
lated 4d photo-ionization cross section, and a measure-
ment" of the cross section of a thin film of Te. The two
curves agree within experimental error. The position of
the peak is dependent on the choice of photo-ionization
threshold, and the atomic and solid-state thresholds
are not the same. "

A similar calculation was performed for krypton,
using the spectroscopic data of Codling and Madden. "
The results are shown in Fig. 11. The experimental
points were obtained by Lukirskii. " Recent measure-
ments made at Cornelp' indicate that a smooth curve
through the points of Lukirskii will fit the experimental
3d-shell photo-ionization cross section of krypton. The
disagreement between calculation and experiment seems
to arise from the compact nature of the krypton 3d
orbital which wouM require a more accurate inner
potential.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have computed one-electron continuum orbitals
by developing the exact solutions to a simplified atomic
potential. At large distances, the solutions are exactly
those one would obtain with the methods of Bates and

Damgaard and Burgess and Seaton. However, in our
method there is no arbitrary cutoff; all the boundary
conditions are taken into account. But the data on
experimental term values is used to parametrize the
potential, not merely the orbitals. This requires an
additional step making calculations more involved than
in the asymptotic Coulomb approach.

It was shown that under certain circumstances,
exact analytic expressions can be obtained for photo-
ionization cross sections. These were used and the
agreement between experiment and these calculations
were as good as with any other method.

Cross sections for photo-ionization from filled atomic
4d shells were performed for the elements indium to
xenon. Where experimental data was available for
comparison, there was good agreement between calcu-
lated and measured cross sections.

This approach is being extended in two ways.
Numerical integration of the radial integrals is being
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FIG. 11.The photo-ionization cross section of krypton.

done to extend the calculations to systems where
neither approximate analytic expression is valid.
Secondly, more structure is included in the inner
potential to bring it into closer agreement with calcu-
lated Hartree charge densities, yet keeping the poten-
tial simple enough that it is exactly solvable.

APPENDIX A

The regular Whittaker function is well known' and
easily computed. For the irregular Whittaker function,
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ATOMIC PHOTO-IONIZATION C ROSS SECTIONS

we used either the asymptotic expansion" or the series":

l " ( —2I2.'/v) 2 1"(v —l) (2l+1)!—ii(1—1,'/, ')(2R)"+'/(22+1)! Q [1v(2R/ )+t( j)] ),j ! 1'(v —l —j) (2l+1+j) !

where

g(0) =4(—v+i+1) —%(21+2)—+(1),

l+1+j— 2I+2+j 1+j '

4'(Z) = (d/dZ) lnF(Z).

APPENDIX B

eigenfunction move out from the origin as one moves
up the contour.

APPENDIX C

Using the ground-state and continuum orbitals given
by Eq. (13) and Fq. (7), respectively, we have

M;I AQ(——E) gbtLcos&It(t) —sinOIs(t) j, (C1a)
f,=o

where

1i2

! 2(1 e—2&v«) ] (C1b)
The general features of Fig. 1 can be obtained from

well-known theorems on properties of second-order
differential equations. For 6=0, ri—+to and v„~zz/Z,
while for 5—+, r~=0 and v ~m. The contours in Fig. 1
correspond to eigenfunctions with a fixed number of
nodes, and as one moves to the right from contour to
contour, the number of nodes increases by unity.
Further, it can be shown that if I)z„(v) describes the
contour corresponding to eigenfunctions with e nodes,
then db.,„(v)/dv)0, so that if r, is the location of any
of these zz nodes, then drt/dv) 0, i.e., the nodes of the

It(t) = (r)'+~'e "j"Gt(r, —1/K')dr
0

(Cic)

Iz(t) = (r) '+" 'e "j"(1 e'v«) Ht'—(r, —1/K') dr
0

(C1d)
Iz(l) is finite if (2+v —t —l))0.

From the Laplace transforms of the Whittaker
functions, '4 we find

t 1 1 t—v—l—3 zE v t 2 v+i«——
I,(t) =B!—+ —. .F2(l+1+iIC, l+t v —1; 2l+2;—2/(1+iE/v) ),

l v iE iE+v

t 2 v+i«1 1—)——(v+3+2—t)

I2(t) =iB . + . I zpi(l+1+zK, l+t v 1; 21+2; 2—/(—1+zE/v) )zE+v v iE)

I'(2l+2) I'(v+2 —l —t) (1+iK/v "+' 1 1 &' "—'+'
( 1) 2+12e &v«— -+ —.

I'(1+1+iE) 1'( +3 t iK) g
—2— v iEj

(C2)

X P't(v+2 —l —I, l i K; v+3 t iK;—(iK——v—)/(iK—+v) ) (C3)

where
B= 22+'I'(v+3+i —I) /F (2l+2) .

In Ref. 33, there is quoted a relation between hypergeometric functions from which one can derive

iKv' —'= "+'
2F.

—2(l+1+iE& l+t v 11 2l+2; 2/(1+iK/—v) )—
. ') „„' =(2l+1) 1'(2+ —l—t)e «( —1)'+'(g+g*),

where

Then

1+iK/v')2'+1 sr&2(v+2 —l—t, —l iK; v+3 —t —iE; (iK —v)/(—iK+v) )
g(t) =

2 l I'(l+1+iE) I'(v+3 —t —iE) (1/v+1/zK) "+'+' ' (C4)

I,(t) =2(—2) 2+'I'(v+3+1 —t) I'(v+2 —l —l) e «Reg(t),

Iz(t) =2( —2) '+'1'(v+3+i t) I'(v+2 —l —t)—e v« Img(t). (C5)
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